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About This Game

In Heavenly Battle you will be able to :
- Fly on a plane

- Destroy lots of different enemies
- Develop your plane

- Be cruising for a bruising
- Kill your time

- Kill lots of bosses!
- An interesting ending?

- Secret mode after full walkthrough for "hardcore-players"?
-AND ALL THIS AMAZING BRILLIANCE in retro-style directly in televisor in your display!
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heavenly battle. heavenly tower floor 16 battle cats. battle in heavenly places. heavenly tower floor 10 battle cats. heavenly
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11 battle cats. heavenly tower battle cats. heavenly sword flying fox battle 2. heavenly tower floor 9 battle cats. heavenly kings
battle cats. heavenly tower battle cats floor 30. heavenly tower in battle cats. heavenly tower battle cats floor 16. heavenly tower
floor 14 battle cats. heavenly tower floor 40 battle cats. heavenly sword battle. battle cats heavenly tower rewards. heavenly
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tower floor 22 battle cats. heavenly tower floor 18 battle cats. heavenly tower 21 battle cats. heavenly tower 25 battle cats

great game, if you are into old school fps. some crashes, when you pick up weapons, you might get ammo, might not. otherwise,
this game left me wanting more, which leads to this question; where is episode iii? i see youtube videos on it, but its not on
steam.. Very Easy game. That`s it.. While the style is very unique and the music is pretty cool...ultimately that's where the
positives end. The gameplay is very boring, and the level progression goes from hard to impossible. There's a good idea
somewhere in this game but the creators failed to design it very well.. African Skies is my favorite track! Right after I got to the
Nogo hotel I looked for that track to listen non-stop but didn't find it. So sad to see it couldn't be included. :( Even so, the
soundtrack is amazing in general. Really worth it. :D. Casual Strategic Fun with a dash of Comic Comedy?

Well it's a strategy game however its controls are of a casual game as well as its mechanics.
Basically what you do is send ships (space ships) to a planet to conquer it. Story mode is quite fun, There's also multiplayer, you
have a good amount of maps to play on.

Grab it if you're into Strategic games, Casual games or both. It's not that easy to beat and not that hard to understand.

My suggestion is "GRAB IT ON SALE TO HAVE MAXIMUM FUN AND LESS WALLET GOUGING!". Short strategy
game, easy to learn, but great fun nonetheless. The fact that you only have 50 turns per game means that there is always some
new combination of priorities, aspects, and tactics to experiment with.. 10\/10 first soundtrack to purchase on steam.. With
NATO as default playable side of this scenario player could ride a rollercoaster car of delivering several various waves of
deadful strikes to Crimean Penisula.
With Russia as playable side you could find yourself with a heavy lossses in the beginning of game when Russian weapon of
Russian side fights Russian weapon of radical Ukrainian side.
With radical Ukraine as computer played side score simply get counted up with every own unit destroyed without victory or
defeat conditions.

If to put aside all the insane drama in the scenario briefing, I found this scenario useful to bringing my attention to the region,
resulted in advancing few very busy in-game hours, noticing F16 Falcons able to get close at 200 ft ASL, below reach of missile
defense, popping out over Cape of Chersones and releasing their deadly load over the city of Sevastopol. And this is brilliant
that game's AI able to use weapon specs to get this advantage. The other thing I value much is when I tried to compare military
assets with satellite imagery, I actually looked in Google maps and spend some time observing the cleanly noticeable over
civillian structures, remains of former Red Banner Black Sea Soviet Fleet assets, noticing there was no hot or frozen war, but
only 25 years passed to make them almost non-existent.

I am not agree with the role of Russia in this scenario nor I see it is somehow truthworthy brief given nor I believe scenario is
realistic in any point, but I pressing 'Recommend' to let people try it and to think about all that.. i have a history with the haunted
halls series and it was a blast to play through the first, pleeease release the others on steam as i would buy them immediately,
great for a first horror game\/search game as youll become hooked to the series makes me want to play the next ones, so if you
like hidden object games and horror games then this is the game for you!. I am returning the game. It is slow, it is boring, and
other people can randomly enter your isntance and beat quests for you. I see what they were trying to accomplish, but they
failed. If this was a solo survival game with cool upgrades and gear, I could see it working. But as a "rougue like" it is pretty
lame.
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Pretty good indie title. Its short but worth 3 bucks. Much like an arcade game. Has replayability.

Cons: Resident Evil level of dialogue
Regenerative health makes you almost invincible
no indicator for your minigun hits make it almost useless. Extremely weird game, but enjoyable.. This is an awesome adaption
of the board game -- very quick to play, easy to learn, hard to master. The AI is a bit single minded at times on its objectives,
but it's on the whole very sneaky.. Dark story about a girl who wants to live and a man who wants to die.
The setting is pseudo-Europe of Medieval times with crusades. Touching but gothic and in some parts violent story, memorable
music and atmospheric but okayish art. I'm not a big fan of minimalistic designs in visual novels but very good writing won my
heart.

Johann (male main character's) plotline is one hell of an emotional rollercoaster.

P.S. don't mind 0 mins timer, the story is around 3-4 hours.. A clever puzzle-platformer with fun co-op and some challenging
timey-wimey levels.
The only downside is that there's really no replay value, so an update every now and then would make it even better.. its a basic
beat'em'up with soooo much retro if you like their movies that you will laugh hard

some parts are a pain but overall its great
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